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Abstract
This report describes work on developing a high-level interoperability testing framework for the
Web of Things, along with a new open source Web of Things server for NodeJS named the Arena
Web Hub, and a matching client library for use in Web pages or as part of NodeJS applications.
The testing framework has been applied to multiple server platforms: Arena Web Hub, Siemens’
Thing Web and Mozilla’s Things Gateway. Much of the work in the F-Interop project has focused
on protocol level interoperability testing. The work reported here covers interoperability testing at a
higher level that abstracts away from the communication protocols in favour of a description of the
Web of Things.
The Web of Things seeks to establish open markets of services connecting suppliers and
consumers via Web standards, based upon RDF/Linked Data for describing services in terms of
things and their relationships, including how to interact with them. The F-Interop protocol-level
testing framework and the F-Interop high-level interoperability testing framework, reported here,
are complementary: one supporting testing and debugging at the level of protocols like HTTP and
CoAP, and the other, at just below the application level. Both are needed as a basis for developing
robust software for IoT applications.
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1 Introduction
1.1 About F-Interop
F-Interop is a Horizon 2020 European Research project, which proposes to extend
the European research infrastructure (FIRE+) with online and remote interoperability
and performance test tools supporting emerging technologies from research to
standardization and to market launch. The outcome will be a set of tools enabling:
• Standardization communities to save time and resources, to be more inclusive
with partners who cannot afford travelling, and to accelerate standardization
processes;
• SMEs and companies to develop standards-based interoperable products with
a shorter time-to-market and significantly lowered engineering and financial
overhead.
F-Interop intends to position FIRE+ as an accelerator for new standards and
innovations.

1.2 Deliverable Objectives
1.2.1 Work package Objectives
•
•
•

Research and develop the online remote interoperability test key enablers
Develop the conformance test enablers
Implement and fine tune the requested tools with a modular architecture for
extensibility

1.2.2 Task Objectives
This task focuses on high level interoperability testing for the Web of Things and can
be contrasted with the focus on protocol testing by other F-Interop tasks. In essence,
protocol interoperability testing is needed to ensure that the libraries used to support
those protocols are interoperable and conform to the standards that define the
protocols. This however is insufficient to ensure interoperability at the application
level, given that protocols can often be used in different ways. More details are given
in section 2.
This task seeks to provide open source tools and documentation that will facilitate
interoperability testing for the Web of Things. In particular, there are two primary
objectives:
• To assist the W3C Web of Things Working Group with the test reports needed
for the Thing Descriptions specification to advance beyond the Candidate
Recommendation phase. The Working Group expects to enter the Candidate
Recommendation phase in the first quarter of 2019 – beyond the end of the
F-Interop project.
• To assist companies and other organisations that develop software for the
Web of Things to test their implementations when the Thing Descriptions
specification has advanced to a W3C Recommendation (W3C’s name for
their Web technology standards). Test-driven development is generally
recognised as an effective basis for reducing the cost and time needed to
develop complex software solutions.
A secondary objective is to provide a robust and secure open source NodeJS
module for a Web Hub for the Web of Things as a lightweight and compact
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implementation that facilitates experimentation with the Web of Things. This follows
the precedent of early open source Web browsers and Web servers in the early to
mid 1990’s and their success in driving exponential growth in the adoption of Web
technologies.

1.2.3 Deliverable Objectives and Methodology
The methodology as such has been to identify high level interoperability
requirements for the Web of Things and to develop an architecture and tooling to
test Web of Things platforms against these requirements independently of the
underlying protocols. We have attempted to do this for three open source platforms:
• Mozilla IoT Things Gateway, see: https://iot.mozilla.org/gateway/, this is aimed
at device vendors that want to enable application developers to access their
IoT devices in a simple way without needing to know about the details of IoT
technologies such as ZigBee, Bluetooth and so forth. Mozilla provide a suite
of applications that make it easy to work with common IoT technologies. The
Gateway exposes things using the HTTP and WebSockets protocols.
• Siemens ThingWeb, see: https://projects.eclipse.org/proposals/eclipsethingweb, this has been developed by the Siemens team participating in the
W3C Web of Things activity and includes support for the HTTP, CoaP and
WebSockets. Protocols.
• Arena Web Hub, see: https://github.com/draggett/arena-webhub, this is a
NodeJS module that developers can install with NPM and used to create
applications for the Web of Things for access from Web Browsers and other
Web Hubs. This has been developed as part of this task with support from FInterop, and includes support for the HTTPS, Server-Sent Events and
WebSockets secure.
The resultant test framework and Web Hub are now available on GitHub as open
source under the MIT license. The next step will be to reach out to the wider
community to bring the work to their attention.
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2 Web of Things
2.1 Introduction to the Web of Things
The Web of Things seeks to overcome the widely acknowledged fragmentation of
the IoT which is due to incompatible platforms and a plethora of rapidly evolving IoT
communications technologies and associated standards. See e.g. the AIOTI WG03
IoT standardisation report from 2017:

Figure 1 - IoT SDOs and Alliances Landscape

The approach taken by the W3C is to define an abstraction layer in which things
representing sensors, actuators and associated information services are exposed to
application developers as simple software objects with properties, actions and
events, independently of the underlying protocols. Each thing is associated with a
URI as an identifier for use in Linked Data descriptions of kinds of things, their
capabilities and relationship to the context in which they are situated. The URI for a
thing can be dereferenced to obtain the Linked Data description of that thing as a
software object, along with links to related things and to rich semantic models.
The complexity of the IoT is in part due to the diverse set of requirements for IoT
devices and communication technologies. For instance, some wireless devices are
battery operated and need to run on the same battery for the entire lifetime of the
device. This requires special attention to low power consumption and spending most
of the time in a sleeping mode and spending very little time communicating. Other
devices are permanently powered and have high data requirements, e.g. factory
floor machinery that sends 50,000 data points a second.
This diversity would considerably increase the cost and risk for application
development if it had to be faced head on. Luckily, much of the variations can be
hidden behind gateways that have powerful processors, are permanently powered
and directly connected to the Internet. Such gateways can expose device control and
data via regular Web protocols, avoiding the need for clients to deal directly with the
complexity and variety of IoT communications technologies and standards.
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Web Hubs are an important new class of Web application platform, complementing
the familiar Web Browser. Applications running on Web Hubs can expose things for
local or remote client applications to consume. Client applications can be on other
Web Hubs, or as Web pages running in Web Browsers. W3C is working on a
standard vocabulary for describing things using JSON-LD, a JSON based
serialisation format for RDF, W3C’s core standard for graph data.

Figure 2 - Web Hubs host web apps that expose and consume things

2.2 W3C Web of Things Working Group
The W3C Workshop of the Web of Things in Berlin 2014, was arranged to see it it
was timely and there was sufficient support for new work on addressing the
fragmentation of the IoT. The workshop resulted in the launch of the Web of Things
Interest Group in 2015 and two years later, the Web of Things Working Group. The
Working Group has the following work items:
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture – abstract architecture focusing on standardisation requirements
Thing Descriptions – JSON-LD based format for describing how to interact
with things
Scripting API – for both servers and clients and focusing on the use of
JavaScript
Binding Templates – communications metadata describing protocols usage to
access things
Security Guidelines – threat models and guidance of how to counter them

The plan is to advance the first three to W3C Recommendation status by the middle
of 2019. The last two are being progressed as W3C Working Group Notes. There is
an acknowledged risk that the Scripting API won’t be deemed sufficiently mature to
advance to Recommendation status and could instead be moved to the Interest
Group for further incubation.
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2.2.1 W3C Recommendation Track Process
In common with other standards development organisations, W3C has a well-defined
process for advancing specifications along a path of increasing maturity. Working
Groups take the initial ideas and release them as a First Public Working Draft. This is
then progressively refined with successive versions of the Working Draft
specification. When this is considered to be sufficiently mature it is released as a
Candidate Recommendation. The exit criteria for this phase include evidence that all
of the normative definitions in the specification can be implemented consistently, and
that there is strong evidence of implementation experience. The specification then
becomes a Proposed Recommendation and is subject to review by the W3C’s
Advisory Committee which includes one representative per W3C Member
organisation large or small. If the review is successful, the specification is released
as a W3C Recommendation (W3C’s term for its standards).
W3C publishes a Candidate Recommendation to:
•
•
•
•

signal to the wider community that it is time to do a final review
gather implementation experience
begin formal review by the Advisory Committee, who may recommend that
the document be published as a W3C Recommendation, returned to the
Working Group for further work, or abandoned.
Provide an exclusion opportunity per the W3C Patent Policy. Note: A
Candidate Recommendation under this process corresponds to the "Last Call
Working Draft" discussed in the Patent Policy.

To exit the Candidate Recommendation phase, the Working Group needs to develop
a set of test assertions that cover all of the normative definitions in the specification.
Each assertion has to mapped to a test as part of a test suite. The implementation
reports taken together need to provide evidence of multiple implementations (at least
two) for each normative definition, although it is not necessary for each
implementation to cover the whole of the specification. W3C seeks to verify that the
specification can be implemented consistently, but is not seeking to provide
conformance tests for implementations.

2.2.2 W3C Web of Things Test Plan
The charter of the Web of Things Working Group expires on 31 December 2018, and
a maximal six month extension is being sought to advance the work items to
Recommendation status without the need to seek Advisory Committee support for
renewing the charter. For work items to move from Candidate Recommendation to
Recommendation the Working Group needs to be active and operating under a
currently valid charter.
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The W3C Process sets certain minimum durations for certain phases. Working back
from the end of June 2019, this gives the worst-case deadlines:
•
•
•

Recommendation by 27 June 2019
Proposed Recommendation by 28 May 2019
Candidate Recommendation by 16 April 2019

In practice considerably more time will be needed to address discussion of issues
raised during the Candidate Recommendation phase and subsequently as a result of
the Advisory Committee review of the Proposed Recommendation. This may even
result in the need to revert to Working Draft status to address substantive technical
issues. The Working Group is therefore aiming for a mature specification suitable for
entry to Candidate Recommendation in February or March.
Note that full test coverage is not needed for entry to Candidate Recommendation,
but is needed for exit.
2.2.2.1 Test Categories
Functional Tests
• Thing Description validation
• Thing network interface testing
o Does a thing satisfy the contract given by a specific thing description
o Including functional security testing
• Scripting API testing
Non-Functional Tests
• Fuzz testing (robustness testing)
• Adversarial security testing (as required by the Working Group’s Charter)
• Adequate representation of appropriate target ecosystem solutions
2.2.2.2 Test Coverage
Technically, the Working Group need’s "evidence of implementation experience"
In practice the Working Group wants to
•
•
•

Have a test case for each normative assertion
Have at least one example that passes the test and one that fails it
Evidence that the set of normative assertions sufficiently constrains
implementations so they can interoperate

Some normative assertions in the specifications need many tests to cover them
adequately, and/or specific tooling (e.g. conformance with JSON-LD specification,
tests for set of all security schemas).
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2.2.3 Focus of this report
The work conducted by F-Interop seeks to support the W3C Web of Things Working
Group in advancing its work items to W3C Recommendations through a high-level
interoperability testing framework. This framework is described in the next section. In
particular, the work addresses testing the server and client-side platform contract
implied by thing descriptions, and could be further used for the test suite to be
developed for the scripting API.
This work was presented during a breakout session at the W3C all groups meeting
(TPAC 2018) in October 2018, and will now play a major role in the test plan for the
W3C Web of Things Working Group.
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3 Test Framework
3.1 Introduction to the Test Framework
The test framework is designed to support automated testing of a server platform
(the system under test). To this end, a test harness is applied to the server platform
as a test application with a specially designed thing description that is appropriate to
carrying out all of the tests.
The tests are initiated and the results reviewed in a Web page shown in a Web
browser. The test framework thus requires a Web server together with HTML page
and web page scripts. The Arena Web Hub integrates the Web server, but a
separate server is need for the Siemens Thing Web and Mozilla Things Gateway.
The test agent is implemented as a web page script, and depends on a second web
page script that acts as the client platform for the Web of Things. This client platform
has been architected to provide a platform neutral API that is layered on top of
platform specific adapters for the underlying protocols (HTTP/HTTPS, Server-Sent
Events and Web Sockets).

Figure 3 - Interoperability Testing Architecture

The original intention was to package the test framework as a Docker Image for
greater ease with installation and execution. This has proved to be harder to arrange
than expected given that Docker doesn’t directly support external TLS connections,
as the interface between Docker as a virtual machine and the hosting environment
running that virtual machine involves port mapping.
In practice this isn’t a big issue as most of the effort is in running the test application
on the server platform under test – running the test web server is very easy. Other
considerations include customising the test agent to know the URLs for the system
under test in order to retrieve the test thing description, customisation to match the
desired test suite and server-side application and test thing, and customisation of the
protocol adapter layer to match the system, under test. It is thus much easier for a
developer to clone the GitHub project, customise it as needed and run the test suite
locally.
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•

•
•

The simplest case is when testing the Arena Web Hub platform. You just need
to open a console and change to the folder containing the test framework and
run the command “npm start”. This automatically launches the Web server.
You can then
To test the Siemens ThingWeb platform, you need a second console to
launch ThingWeb and get it to execute the test applications with the command
“wot-servient interop.js”
The Mozilla Things Gateway is more complicated. After installing it from the
Mozilla site, you need to create a user account and install a test add-on. Once
that is done, you can then log into the Things Gateway, enable the test addon and activate the test thing.

3.2 High level interoperability testing
The server platforms for the Web of Things vary in the scripting languages and the
APIs they support.
The server platforms for the Web of Things also vary in respect to the protocols they
support and how they use them. It turns out that there are many ways to use HTTP
and WebSockets.
•

•
•

•

•

Things Gateway and Arena Web Hub support HTTPS GET for all things, all
properties and all events as well as to individual things, properties and events.
By contrast ThingWeb only supports HTTP GET on individual things,
properties and events.
ThingWeb supports long polling with HTTP on individual events where the
server waits until it has the next event, sends the event data and closes the
connection.
All three platforms support WebSockets in a non-interoperable way.
ThingWeb only supports WebSocket connections on individual events. Things
Gateway and Arena Web Hub support a single WebSocket connection for
each thing, but Things Gateway doesn’t allow you to pass data to and from
actions.
The Web of Things Working Group has developed a limited means to
describe protocol usage in terms of URIs and media types, but at the time of
writing, this isn’t able to fully describe the Things Gateway and Arena Web
Hub platforms*.
A counter-proposal is to specify a means to provide a URL for the platform,
that links the thing description to a human readable description (in HTML),
and potentially a machine interpretable description (in JSON-LD). Clients
could then use content negotiation to specify which format they wanted.

Further work is needed to drive convergence in protocol usage, based upon
agreeing on a set of representative use cases and the technical requirements they
imply. The current fragmentation isn’t surprising as different engineering teams will
tend to have different opinions as to what is needed based upon their background,
their use cases and their customers.
* Existing media types like “application/json” don’t define how JSON is being used, leaving this implicit and application

dependent. You could register a specification with IANA for a derivative media type, e.g. “application/json+wot” and
likewise for the use of Server-Sent events which uses “text/event-stream”. For Web Sockets, it is likewise possible to
register a sub-protocol. However, a lower barrier would be to directly link to a document that describes the usage of a
protocol rather than relying on a centralized registry. A further challenge is that the current thing description
specification doesn’t allow you to bind meta-data to the set of properties or the set of events, rather than to individual
properties and events.
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Convergence is often driven by customer pull as a particular platform dominates and
customers demand support for common use cases. A precedent is image formats for
HTML, where market pressure has defined which formats browsers are expected to
support, rather than this being formally defined in the HTML standard. Support is
now being canvassed for a work item on incubating a Web of Things sub-protocol for
WebSockets as part of the Web of Things Interest Group. This would later be
registered with IANA.
High level interoperability testing is possible based upon the abstract contract
implied by the thing descriptions:
•
•

Properties, actions and events, and associated data types
Independent of scripting language and protocols

3.2.1 Here are some examples of what to test:
•

•

•

•
•

Test that the property of a consumed thing is the same as for the exposed
thing
o Query property value of exposed thing (request/response)
o Query property value of consumed thing (request/response)
o Test that the values are the same (after rendezvous for asynch
responses)
Test that a property update on an exposed thing signals the corresponding
event
o Set property value of exposed thing
o Listen for corresponding update event from exposed thing
Test that a property update on a consumed thing signals the corresponding
event
o Set property value of consumed thing
o Listen for corresponding update event from consumed thing
Test that setting unknown property triggers exception
o Set value for unknown property of consumed thing
o Listen for corresponding exception from consumed thing
Test trying to set an invalid property value for some example data types
o Set invalid property value of consumed thing
o Listen for corresponding exception from consumed thing

And similarly for actions and events …

3.2.2 How to test
The aim is to test high level interoperability between a pair of platforms, one
exposing things, and the other consuming things. For this we first need a suite of
tests based upon normative requirements in Thing Descriptions Specification and in
future, the Scripting API specification.
We need test harnesses for the server and client platforms. This requires
applications that expose and consume things, and use them for tests. Each test
checks a particular assertion, e.g. data type checks for properties.
We want to define functional Tests
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•
•

Client-side between client applications and platform APIs for consumed things
Server-side between server applications and platform APIs for exposed things
o Test application on client sends commands to server via invoking
specially designed test actions on test things.

We want to define non-functional Tests, e.g. Performance, security, etc.
The initial client-side tests provide assurance that the server and client are
interoperable, before proceeding to server-side tests via sending commands to the
server from the test agent. Rather than having a separate control channel as was
initially conceived†, this makes it possible to layer a control channel on top of the
Web of Things messaging between exposed and consumed things.

3.2.3 The test user interface
The test user interface is an HTML web page that presents a set of radio buttons to
select which platform to test, and for Arena Web Hub, whether to listen for events
over Server-Sent Events or over WebSockets. Having made your choice, you can
click a button to initiate testing. The results are presented as a list split into functional
client-side tests, functional server-side tests and non-functional tests. At this time the
only non-functional test is for how long it takes for the server to push 10,000 property
updates, as a rough indication of how ready the platform is for demanding telemetry
applications. The test framework also outputs the JSON-LD for the thing description,
and can be inspected to examine the communications metadata injected by the
server platform exposing the thing
Here are a couple of screenshots from the running test framework:

† The protocol testing tool for F-Interop uses the AMQP protocol for sending commands and receiving results. AMQP

isn’t supported by Web Browsers, so we originally considered using Web Sockets for an asynchronous bidirectional
channel for the test agent to control the system under test. The insight that the control channel could re-use the existing
Web of Things messaging framework only occurred later on.
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Figure 4 - Screen shot from a test run on the Arena Web Hub

This shows that the Arena Web Hub platform passes all of the tests when using Web
Sockets.
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Figure 5 - Screen shot from a test run on Siemens ThingWeb

This shows that the Siemens ThingWeb platform currently fails some of the tests.
You can drill down for more details by opening the JavaScript console. In this case it
shows that this version of ThingWeb isn’t validating application data against the data
schemas in the thing description.
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3.2.4 How tests are implemented as code
The test agent uses a platform neutral expression of each test using a small set of
testing primitives.

Figure 6 - Explanation of the way the test agent expresses tests

Here are some more examples:
await test_write(7, thing, 'temperature', "15", "should fail on writing to read-only
property", false);
await test_write(8, thing, 'date', "2018-10-22", "should succeed on writing string
matching regex", true);
await test_write(9, thing, 'date', "2018-oct-22", "should fail on writing string not
matching regex", false);
await test_write(10, thing, 'list', [0, 1], "should succeed on writing an array", true);
await test_write(11, thing, 'list', [0], "should fail on writing an array that is too
short", false);
await test_write(12, thing, 'list', [0, 1, 2, 3, 4], "should fail on writing an array that is
too long", false);
await test_write(13, thing, 'object', {'name':'button','quantity':3}, "should succeed
on writing a valid object", true);
await test_write(14, thing, 'object', {'colour':'red'}, "should fail on writing an object
with wrong property", false);
await test_write(15, thing, 'object', {'quantity':3}, "should fail on writing an object
with missing required property", false);
await test_action(16, thing, 'testInput', 42, undefined, "should succeed on action
with valid input", true);
await test_action(17, thing, 'testInput', false, null, "should fail on action with invalid
input", false);
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3.3 Conclusions on the test framework
This report has shown the practical feasibility of high-level interoperability testing for
the Web of Things. This will now be used to support the W3C Web of Things
Working Group with implementing the test suite needed to exit from the Candidate
Recommendation phase, prior to Advisory Committee review and advancement to
W3C Recommendation status.
The Working Group is now studying the draft specifications to identify test assertions
for each of normative definitions, and to come up with specific tests for each
assertion. The F-Interop test framework will be used for the test suites for both the
Thing Description and the Scripting API specifications. The objective is to provide at
least two independent implementation reports for each test to show that the
specification can be implemented in a consistent and interoperable manner.
The F-Interop test framework complements other testing tools, e.g. for validating
thing descriptions, fuzz testing for robustness and security, and network tests in
respect to the protocol bindings templates. The next section describes the work
supported by F-Interop on a Web of Things server module for NodeJS. The
availability of the test framework greatly accelerated the development of this module
as well as improving its robustness. An example is the inclusion of full validation for
application data when writing to properties, emitting events, passing to data to and
from actions, something yet to be implemented by other Web of Things
implementations.
The Test Framework has been made publicly available as an example application for
the Arena Web Hub project on GitHub, see:
•

https://github.com/draggett/arenawebhub/tree/master/examples/Interop%20Testing

W3C plans to continue to maintain this in support of the W3C Web of Things
Working Group, e.g. to support the test suite we expect to complete by late January
or early February 2019.
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4 The Arena Web Hub
The Arena Web Hub was developed as part of the F-Interop work on high-level
interoperability testing, and helped with the design of the test framework. It has
under 2000 lines of JavaScript (ignoring the client-side code) and provides a potent
result for W3C/ERCIM to exploit in respect to encouraging interest in the Web of
Things, as well as a demonstration of the power of test-driven development.
The following is taken from the README on the GitHub project site.

4.1 Introduction
Arena Web Hub is an open source implementation of a Web of Things application
hub (i.e. a Web Hub) as a NodeJS module released under the MIT license to
encourage widespread adoption. It integrates a Web server for access by Web
browsers.
You can install the Arena Web Hub is with npm using the command line:
npm arena-webhub

Alternatively, define a "package.json" file for your application and use "npm install" to
install the dependencies including the arena-webhub module. The examples folder
on the GitHub project has some examples.
If you are interested in contributing to further development, including providing
example applications and library modules for IoT technologies, you are encouraged
to clone the GitHub project at https://github.com/draggett/arena-webhub. If you have
a GitHub account, you are also welcome to add to the issue tracker. See below for
information on using the Web Hub.
Arena has minimal external dependencies and is compact with under 2000 lines of
JavaScript. It makes use of the jshashes node module for computing the SHA-1
based handshake used for upgrading from HTTPS to WSS. Applications are likely to
have their own dependencies on other modules, e.g. for managing JSON Web
Tokens, and for utilising IoT technologies like Bluetooth and ZigBee.

4.2 Server certificates
The server looks for "cert.pem" and "key.pem" in the directory it is run in. You can
create self-signed certificates for "localhost" using openssl, e.g.
openssl req -newkey rsa:2048 -x509 -nodes -keyout key.pem -new -out
cert.pem -subj /CN=localhost -reqexts SAN -extensions SAN -config <(cat
/System/Library/OpenSSL/openssl.cnf
\
<(printf '[SAN]\nsubjectAltName=DNS:localhost')) -sha256 -days 3650

Note that browsers will warn users that a secure connection cannot be made.
On Chrome you can inform the browser that you trust this certificate.
On Safari you will need to follow these steps:
1. Locate where your certificate file is. It is likely to be somewhere near your web
server configurations.
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2. Open
up
Keychain
Access.
You
can
get
to
it
from
Application/Utilities/Keychain Access.app.
3. Drag your certificate into Keychain Access.
4. Go into the Certificates section and locate the certificate you just added
5. Double click on it, enter the trust section and under “When using this
certificate” select “Always Trust”

4.3 Examples
You can find examples of how to use the Web Hub in the examples folder. This
includes a client-side library (wot.js) that provides a client-side API and can be used
within Web pages or as part of node application, and may even be used as part of a
Web Hub along with this module. Other examples illustrate how the Web of Things
can be applied to automation and to medical applications. You are invited to provide
further examples, with a view to providing a broad collection of use cases. Note that
applications can take advantage of a range of node modules for common
technologies for connecting to IoT devices, e.g. Bluetooth, ZigBee, Z-Wave, NFC,
CoAP, etc.

4.4 Security and user account management
Arena supports HTTPS, Server-Sent Events and Web Sockets (WSS) over the same
IP port with transport layer encryption and JSON Web Tokens (JWT) for
authorisation. Applications are responsible for managing user accounts, generating,
validating and revoking JSON Web Tokens. To support account management,
applications are responsible for handling HTTPS requests under a configurable top
level path (the default is "/account"). Validation of JSON Web Tokens must be
implemented via an application supplied call back.
Applications should provide a means for users to register accounts, to login or out, to
review and update their account details, and to unregister as needed. JSON Web
Tokens may be created when the user logs in and revoked when the user explicitly
logs out or unregisters. Applications are recommended to use second factors as part
of the process for activating new accounts. An email address can be sent a message
with a time limited link that the user clicks on to activate the account. Alternatively, a
mobile phone number may be sent an SMS with a randomly generated time limited
numeric code that the user enters into the login page to activate the account.
The email address and mobile number may also be used by applications to send
users notifications as appropriate, however this require the user's explicit approval
and should be updateable as part of the user's account details. Applications are
further required to conform with applicable data privacy regulations, such as
Europe's GDPR, in respect to data handling policies.

4.5 IoT technologies
Applications may use any suitable technologies for accessing IoT devices, e.g.
Bluetooth and ZigBee, for which there are existing node modules. A similar situation
applies to accessing devices belonging to particular ecosystems, e.g. Apple
HomeKit, Android Things, the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) and oneM2M. A
major benefit of the Web of Things is to shield client applications from the IoT
technologies at the network edge.
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4.6 Future work under consideration
Any help with these would be welcomed.
•

•

•

•
•

Simplified thing API where things look like regular JavaScript objects with
getters and setters for properties, and object methods for actions. Attempts to
write invalid values throws an exception, and asynchronous errors result in
observable events, e.g. loss of connectivity. The simplified API will be
implemented on top of the existing API.
Things as first-class types that can be passed to properties, actions and
events. This will involve a new supply method that is passed a thing
description and returns a promise. Things are automatically published so
there is no need for the expose method.
More efficient handling of high-speed streams, allowing you to read and
write data in blocks rather than having to do so one data point at a time. The
protocols will be able to choose how to best buffer data for maximum
performance.
Peer to peer to peer networks of Web Hubs, where these may be behind
different firewalls. W3C's WebRTC standard is designed for peer to peer data
transfer and is supported by Web browsers.
Enlarged set of example applications for different use cases, application
domains, IoT technologies and standards.

Note that the examples include a client-side Web of Things library (see
"client/wot.js") with an adaptation layer for different Web of Things platforms.

4.7 Web of Things
The IoT is fragmented by incompatible platforms, and myriad technologies and
standards. This creates market friction through raising costs and risks. W3C's Web
of Things addresses this by introducing an abstraction layer with things that stand for
sensors, actuators and associated information services.
•
•
•
•

Server applications expose things, hiding the details of the IoT technologies
and standards
Client applications interact with things as software objects with properties,
actions and events
Things are identified with URLs that can be dereferenced to download
machine interpretable descriptions as JSON-LD and optionally as
documentation in HTML
RDF and Linked Data can be used for rich descriptions of the kinds of things,
their capabilities, interrelationships, and the context in which they reside. As
an example, a smart home could be described in terms of the different kinds
of smart lights in each room.

Web Hubs are an important new class of Web application platforms that enable open
markets of services where suppliers and consumers of services are connected via
the Web of Things using Web protocols for easy integration with Web browsers and
other Web Hubs.
Web of Things platforms vary in which protocols they support and exactly how they
use them. Server platforms inject communications metadata into thing descriptions
for the things they expose as a basis for client platforms to identify how to
interoperate with them.
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Arena identifies itself to clients in thing descriptions with the following metadata
declaration:
"platform": "https://github.com/draggett/arena-webhub"

4.8 Usage
You are encouraged to look at the examples folder for example applications.
let webhub = require('arena-webhub')({
port: 8888,
accountPath: '/account',
accountManager: function (request, response) {
// handle HTTPS client
},
validateJWT: function (jwt, path) {
// verify JSON Web Token returning true or false
}
});

The port and account path are optional and default to 8888 and "/account". The
accountManager and validateJWT are required application callbacks. The
accountManager callback is passed two arguments for the HTTPS request and
response (see the HTTPS node module), and is responsible for handling the request
and the associated response. The validateJWT callback is passed two arguments for
the JSON Web Token and the URL path for the connection. The return value is true
if the token is currently valid for this path, or false if it isn't.
The Arena Web Hub module exports a single function for applications to expose
things for access by clients. The produce method is passed a thing description as a
JSON object and returns a promise for the exposed thing, for example:
let thing = webhub.produce({
name: "light12",
description: "hall light"
properties: {
brightness: {
type: "integer",
minimum: 0,
maximum: 100
}
},
actions: {
},
events: {
}
});
// initialise thing's behavior
// e.g. declare action handlers
...
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thing.expose(); // expose thing to clients

4.9 Integrated Web Server
Web applications for access from Web browsers involve a set of Web page
resources. The Arena Web Hub looks for these in the "./www" folder. The integrated
Web server will serve up the file at "./www/index.html" for URL GET requests with
the path "/". Applications are responsible for managing Web resources for the Web
server. This includes web page scripts and their use of cookies.

4.10 Thing Descriptions
The object interface for things is described using JSON-LD with a default context.
Arena Web Hub follows the W3C Thing Description specification, see:
https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-thing-description/
Note that the specification is still evolving, and the Arena Web Hub may not be fully
compliant to the latest version of the editor's draft specification. An example is that
Arena doesn't currently support protocol binding templates using "forms". This is
because protocol binding templates aren't yet capable of a complete description of
Arena's use of HTTPS, Server-Sent Events and WebSockets.

4.11 Thing API
This section describes the API exposed by the Arena Web Hub for server-side
applications. Each thing exposes the following interface:
class Thing {
id // string - a unique id for the thing
name // string - a human friendly name for the thing
model // JSON object for the thing description
properties // object - a map from name to property
actions // object - a map from name to action
events // object - a map from name to event
addActionHandler(name, callback) // set callback for named action
}

Properties expose the following interface:
class ThingProperty {
thing // the thing this property belongs to
name // the name of this property
value // the current value of this property
write(value) // to update the current value and notify clients
subscribe(observer) // add observer to list of observers
unsubscribe(observer) // remove observer from list of observers
}
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// an example handler for a property observer
function observer (data) {
// notification of updated value for property
}

Actions expose the following interface, where optional timeout is in milliseconds, and
the handler to be called is set using addActionHandler, see above, where the
callback takes a single argument with the input for the action, and returns a promise
that resolves to the output from the action.
class ThingAction {
thing // the thing this property belongs to
name // the name of this property
invoke(input [,timeout]) // invoke with input, returns promise for the output
}

Events expose the following interface:
class ThingEvent {
thing // the thing this property belongs to
name // the name of this event
emit(data) // to notify clients of this event with given data
subscribe(observer) // add observer to list of observers
unsubscribe(observer) // remove observer from list of observers
}
// an example handler for an event observer
function observer (data) {
// notification of updated value for property
}

4.12 Remote Access
A common situation is where the hub that is exposing a thing is behind a firewall and
wants to make it available to applications outside of the firewall, which are blocked
by the firewall from connecting as regular clients. The Arena Web Hub can be used
in the following ways:
•

As the hub behind the firewall with an application that seeks to expose a thing
remotely
o This application needs to get authorisation for the remote access from
the external hub which should return the URI for a Web Socket (WSS)
connection along with the JASON Web Token (JWT) for use when
establishing that connection.
o The application can then ask the hub to open and add the connection
for the given thing. The promise resolves to the new WebSocket
connection when it has been established.

thing.addRemoteClient(wss_uri, jwt)// returns promise for the connection
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•

As a hub outside of the firewall that republishes (i.e. proxies) a thing from
behind the firewall
o The application on this hub needs to authorise the proxying of things
from behind the firewall using the URL space it reserved when
configuring the hub.

thing.proxy(jwt);
•

// republish the thing that connects using this token

As a hub outside of the firewall that acts as the sole client for a thing exposed
behind the firewall, for example, where a device vendor seeks to monitor the
operation of a device in order to provide predictive maintenance.
o The application on this hub needs to designate the JSON Web Token
that will be used by the remote hub that owns the thing

thing.setOwner(jwt); // provide access to the thing that uses this token

4.13 Protocols
This section describes how the Arena Web Hub makes use of HTTPS, Server-Sent
Events and WebSockets. In practice, this is implemented as a client-side library that
hides the protocols behind a simple API. See "wot.js" in the examples folder for a
library that also supports Siemens' ThingWeb and Mozilla's Things Gateway
platforms. Note that the client side API needs a means for applications to subscribe
and unsubscribe to events as this is required for some protocols but not others.
Clients access thing descriptions with an HTTPS GET request with JWT for
authorisation.
const uri = "https://localhost:8888/things/light12";
const opts = {
method: "GET",
headers: {
'Authorization': `Bearer ${jwt}`,
'Accept': 'application/json'
}
};
fetch(uri, opts).then(response => {
if (response.ok) {
resolve(response.json());
}
else
throw(new Error("response status = " + response.status));
}).catch(err => {
console.log("couldn't get thing description at " + uri);
reject(err);
});

Clients can request the set of currently exposed things with a GET to "/things" which
returns a JSON array where the items are the thing descriptions for each exposed
thing. This requires JWT for authorisation.
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Clients may use GET for a given property, e.g.
const uri = "https://localhost:8888/things/light12/properties/brightness";
const opts = {
method: "GET",
headers: {
'Authorization': `Bearer ${jwt}`,
'Accept': 'application/json'
}
};
fetch(uri, opts).then(response => {
if (response.ok) {
resolve(response.json());
}
else
throw(new Error("response status = " + response.status));
}).catch(err => {
console.log("couldn't get thing description at " + uri);
reject(err);
});

Clients may also request the current state for all the properties as a JSON object:
const uri = "https://localhost:8888/things/light12/properties";
const opts = {
method: "GET",
headers: {
'Authorization': `Bearer ${jwt}`,
'Accept': 'application/json'
}
};
fetch(uri, opts).then(response => {
if (response.ok) {
resolve(response.json());
}
else
throw(new Error("response status = " + response.status));
}).catch(err => {
console.log("couldn't get thing description at " + uri);
reject(err);
});

To update the value of a property, clients can use a PUT on the path for the property
with the new value encoded as JSON as the body of the request, e.g.
const uri = "https://localhost:8888/things/light12/properties/brightness";
console.log('uri: ' + uri);
const opts = {
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method: "PUT",
headers: {
'Authorization': `Bearer ${jwt}`,
'Accept': 'application/json',
'Content-Type': 'application/json'
},
body: JSON.stringify(value)
};
fetch(uri, opts).then(response => {
if (response.ok)
resolve(true);
else
throw(new Error("property is unknown or unwritable"));
}).catch(err => {
console.log("couldn't set property to " + JSON.stringify(value));
reject(err);
});

Clients can update the value for multiple properties with a PUT to the path
"/properties" with body as a JSON object with the corresponding properties and their
new values.
To invoke an actions clients may send an HTTP POST request to the path for the
action with the body as the JSON representation of the input data to be passed to
the action. The response body contains the JSON representation of the output of the
action. For example:
const uri = "https://localhost:8888/things/light12/actions/dim";
console.log('uri: ' + uri);
const opts = {
method: "POST",
headers: {
'Authorization': `Bearer ${jwt}`,
'Accept': 'application/json',
'Content-Type': 'application/json'
},
body: JSON.stringify(input)
};
fetch(uri, opts).then(response => {
if (response.ok)
resolve(response.json());
else
throw(new Error("action is unknown or disallowed"));
}).catch(err => {
console.log("couldn't invoke action with " + JSON.stringify(input));
reject(err);
});

Note that Arena will reject data that doesn't match the constraints in the thing
description whether this comes from the server or from client applications.
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Clients may listen for all events using server-sent events on the path "/events". The
stream sends either a regular event as declared in the thing description, or a
notification of a new value for a property, or for a set of such properties, e.g.
let eventSource = new
EventSource(`https://localhost:8888/things/light12/events?jwt=${jwt}`);
eventSource.onmessage = function(e) {
console.log("received event: " + e.data);
let data = JSON.parse(e.data);
if (data.event) {
let eventName = data.event;
let eventValue = data.data;
} else if (data.property) {
let propertyName = data.property;
let propertyValue = data.data;
} else if (data.state) {
// data.state is an object mapping property names to values
}
}

Alternatively, clients can use HTTPS GET in long polling mode on a particular event,
e.g.
const uri = thing_uri + '/events/' + name;
var poll = function () {
const opts = {
method: "GET",
headers: {
'Accept': 'application/json'
}
};
fetch(uri)
.then(res => res.json())
.then(value => {
//console.log(name + ': ' + JSON.stringify(value));
if (handler) {
handler(value);
}
setTimeout(poll, 0); // to wait for next event
}).catch(err => {
console.log("couldn't get event from " + uri);
});
};
setTimeout(poll, 0); // kick off polling
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4.14 Using Web Sockets
This version of the Arena Web Hub assumes a single Web Socket connection per
thing. In future, you will be able to share the connection by opening the Web Socket
server on the "/things" path rather than on the path for a specific thing.
Here's an example of how to open a Web Socket for a particular thing.
let thing_uri = "https://localhost:8888/things/light12";
let ws = new WebSocket(`${thing_uri}?jwt=${jwt}`);
console.log("websocket connection opening ...");
ws.onopen = function() {
console.log("websocket connection opened");
};
ws.onclose = function() {
console.log("websocket connection closed");
};
ws.onerror = function() {
console.log("websocket connection error");
};
ws.onmessage = function(message) {
console.log("received message: " + message.data);
try {
let data = JSON.parse(e.data);
if (data.event) {
let eventName = data.event;
let eventValue = data.data;
// do something with event
} else if (data.property) {
let propertyName = data.property;
let propertyValue = data.data;
// do something with property update
} else if (data.state) {
// data.state is an object mapping property names to values
} else if (data.status) {
// a response to a client request
let id = data.id; // identifies client request
let status = data.status; // same codes as for HTTP
// match response to request and do something
}
} catch (err) {
console.log('badly formed message: ' + message.data)
}
};
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Clients can push property updates individually or together:
let message = {
id: “s23”,
property: "brightness",
data: 42
};
ws.send(JSON.stringify(message));
message = {
id: “s24”,
state: {
property1: value1,
property2: value2,
...
}
};
ws.send(JSON.stringify(message));

The id is a string that should uniquely identify each request and is used to match the
request to the response sent by the server. A simple approach is to associate a
counter with the connection and increment for each request. Care is needed when
re-opening a socket as the server may send responses for requests received with
the previous connection.
The server response looks like the following:
// a successul transaction
{
id: “s23”,
status: 200
}
// a failed transaction (invalid data)
{
id: “s23”,
status: 400
description: "invalid data"
}

The status codes are the same as for the HTTP protocol. The description field is
optional.
Clients can invoke actions and handle the responses as follows:
// invoke action'start' with input data 13
{
id: “s71”,
action: "start",
input: 13
}
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// a successful action response with output true looks like
{
id: “s71”,
status: 200,
output: true
}
// a failed action looks like
{
id: “s71”,
status: 500,
description: "server error"
}

Arena will check that the input and output match the type declarations in the thing
description. The action will fail if either of these are invalid, or if the action name is
not declared in the thing description. If the action handler itself fails, it can either
reject the promise or it can resolve the promise and use output to describe the
failure. Note that if the server application code throws an exception, this will result in
a failed action as above.
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5 Conclusion
This report has described work on developing a test framework and open source
tools for testing high-level interoperability between clients and servers for the Web of
Things. This has been applied to three platforms: Siemen’s ThingWeb platform (now
a project under the Eclipse Foundation), Mozilla’s Things Gateway, and the Arena
Web Hub.
The work was presented during a breakout session at the W3C all-groups meeting
(TPAC 2018) in October 2018, and is now being used as part of the test plan for
W3C’s Web of Things Working Group as it progresses draft specifications on Thing
Descriptions and Scripting APIs along the W3C Recommendation Track.
In addition, W3C/ERCIM has developed open source client and server modules for
the Web of Things, targeting the NodeJS and Web developer communities. This
work has been greatly speeded up through the use of test-driven development as
the testing framework and tooling evolved during the course of the F-Interop project.
It is hoped that this will encourage other developers seeking to create Web Hubs for
other communities, e.g. Python and Go-lang.
W3C/ERCIM looks forward to further work on the testing tools and Arena Web Hub
to explore ideas for extending the Web of Things. Some ideas under consideration
include:
•
•
•
•

Peer to peer networks of Web Hubs using WebRTC
Things as first-class types that can be passed to properties, actions and
events
Better support for high speed telemetry streams for big data applications
Registration of media types for use of JSON with HTTP and Web Sockets

The F-Interop work on high-level interoperability testing complements the F-Interop
work on protocol-level interoperability, which provides the basis for assuring
confidence in the libraries that support those protocols, when developing application
platforms.
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